
Inspiring a lifetime of rare experiences



Soneva’s core purpose is to create imaginative and engaging SLOW LIFE.

SLOW LIFE embodies a commitment to our guests to provide complete and unique 
experiences, at the same time improving the lives of our hosts and our communities. It 
is about being at the forefront of environmental sustainability and offering the support, 
knowledge and channel through which our guests can rediscover a holistic lifestyle.

*Sustainable – Local – Organic – Wellness     Learning – Inspiring – Fun – Experiences

SLOW LIFE 





Romance under the vast Maldivian skies. Your own sandbank for the night… 
Simple, sublime, serene, Soneva.

Glamping Soneva Fushi Style
The best table ‘in town’. Giddy aromas above the organic gardens, delectable cuisine, followed by time in the only Observatory in the 
Maldives. See the Plough standing upright or Saturn with its beautifully serene, translucent ring or count Jupiter’s moons. Priceless.

Starlight Table at Fresh in the Garden



The sky’s not always blue here. If you get up early enough, you’ll see it mauve, lilac, amethyst, crimson or scarlet too.   A gentle sunrise near 
the equator, washed down with a glass of organic champagne… There’s no better way to toast the dawn of another wonderful Soneva day…

Sunrise Beach Picnic
Waves lap at the shore. Breezes rustle the treetops. And stars shine on screen and overhead. We invite you to join a classic film screening 
in our open-air theatre. Lie back in your cushioned lounger atop the beach and immerse yourself in the magic of Cinema Paradiso.

Cinema Paradiso



Enjoy your own private island in the Indian Ocean for the day. Nobody and nothing else around, along with the help of the Soneva 
team catch your fish fresh from the sea and prepare and cook it on the spot…..what a unique spot.

Sonu’s Picnic
Unlimited access to our chocolate room, beware, this is for seriously sophisticated chocoholics. Where else 
would you find cardamom chocolate truffles, passion fruit pralines? Soneva.

Chocoholic Alert



Discover the underworld in the Maldives and it’s an experience you’ll never forget. Swim with majestic manta rays, elusive 
whale sharks, turtles, dolphins – and that’s just naming some of the big ones! Finding Nemo has never been easier…

Diving to delightful depths
Forget yoga at the gym, try it on our Dolphin Beach instead…..
and breathe…..Namaste.

Yoga on the beach



Available throughout the high season, try your first step into a new world beyond your personal diving limits. 
Our experts can teach water lovers how to freedive comfortably to depth 10m. Imagine that.

Free Diving
The Den is like an amusement park, eco-pod and theatre of dreams all rolled into one. Diversity is key to keeping children 
occupied and entertained and parents relaxed and happy. The Den is guaranteed to deliver!

Forget Classrooms and Think Play Time!





Divinely peaceful dining high in the treetops, overlooking the Gulf of Thailand….and occasionally 
a bewildered squirrel too! Simply Soneva.

Treepod Dining 
Learn from the experts, Thai cooking, Thai chef, Thai way. And take the memory and knowledge 
home with you.

Khun Benz Cooking Class



Relax on sunbeds along the white sandy beach, enjoying light snacks and cocktails or perhaps even a barbeque. Swim in the warm, 
calm, and crystal clear water, or try out our complimentary non-motorised watersports such as stand-up paddleboards and kayaks.

Watersports at North Beach
We offer tailor-made cruises where you can discover the great sights and sounds of Koh Kood island. Cruise the islands around Koh Kood  
to discover hidden beauties in the Gulf of Siam. We meet and greet with the fish, kiss the sun and swim in crystal blue waters. 

Private Boat Outings



Angkor Wat
For an adventurous James Bond experience - speedboat to your private helicopter and fly to the legendary Siem Reap in 
Cambodia for a day or two. So much is possible in just one day – it doesn’t get any better. 

Explore our 600 hand picked wine labels, we challenge even wine connoisseurs to broaden their horizon. Wine 
and cheese pairing? Or maybe home-made chocolate instead?

Wine and Dine



Watching the stars, under the stars. Enjoy a classic film at our epic outdoor cinema. Cocktails, popcorn, with an 
overwater screen in the middle of our reservoir lagoon. Unforgettable. 

Cinema Paradiso
Fresh, clean water, panoramic views of the underworld. Our marine biologist will help you discover the 
underwater wonders and even teach you a thing or two about fish.

Snorkel at Koh Rang National Marine Park



This captivating combination of art and science impresses the grown-ups but its prime purpose is as a hive of ideas and 
activities for our younger guests. It will make most adults wish they were kids again...

The most imaginative Children’s Den
Go on, treat yourself to some ‘me time’. We tailor treatments exclusively to individual tensions, tastes or 
dosha. Seventh heaven.

Wellness in the spa





Come gaze into the night sky at the twinkling jewel-like stars at our Observatory, the first overwater observatory in the Maldives. 
A sophisticated telescope rises up through the floor of the observatory deck, offering enchanted views of the starry sky. 

Stargazing at So Starstruck
Cinema Paradiso is the first overwater silent cinema in the Maldives! Guests are provided with Bluetooth headphones, 
leaving the surrounding nesting wildlife at peace.

Cinema Paradiso



Dine anywhere
If you can imagine it, we can arrange it. Dine anywhere your heart desires, from the beautiful beaches 
and lush foliage to the middle of the lagoon. 

Uninhabited Island Advatures
With four undeveloped islands, there are a multitude of beautiful secluded spots 
for an enjoyable afternoon picnic with your family and friends.



Treat your body right Exciting Watersports
We believe that the perfect vacation leaves you feeling great, both mentally and physically. The Soneva Spa at Soneva Jani offers a new approach 
to wellness and boasts experts in a variety of fields. Enjoy intuitive treatments, healing meditation, rejuvenating yoga, and so much more.

With a 5.6km lagoon surrounding the five islands at Soneva Jani, guests can enjoy complimentary non-motorised 
watersports such as kayaking, windsurfing, catamarans, stand-up paddle boarding, and much more.





Soneva in Aqua offers a combination of our iconic barefoot luxury with a sense of freedom and exclusivity of a private boat charter.  The 
ultra luxury two-cabin boat features an external raised sun and dining deck, a glass bottom bath tub, a Jacuzzi, a bar a kitchen and a library.

Spa Treatment
Guests can tailor their voyage according to daily weather conditions, diving or snorkelling requirements and cultural interests. 
Onboard experiences include sunset cruise, spa treatment, stargazing, gastronomic experience and even sailing lesson.

Sunset Cruise



At the heart of the development and operation of each property 

is our Intelligent Luxury ethos, creating unforgettable, 

enlightening experiences. 

Soneva continues to raise the benchmark for 

intuitive service, environmental sensitivity and 

gracious living. The perfect synergy of these 

elements forms the foundations for living at 

Soneva Private Residences in the Maldives 

and Thailand.

Our team is passionate and committed to offering you 

magical moments during your stay; rare and exceptional 

experiences that are astute and highly desired. 

Intelligent Luxury
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